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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

 
Executive 
committee 

The "Executive committee" has the power to take decisions to committ the 
organisation in conformity with the general guidelines, orientations and 
procedures established by the "Board of Governors". Some organisations may 
call it "Board of trustees" or a "Board of Directors". 

Governors / Board 
of Governors 

Governors are the Board members. According to the statutes of EED, the 
Endowment has a "Board of Governors" (article 4), that acts as a Supervisory 
Board.  

IPSAS International Public Sector Accounting Standards 

IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards 

Solliciting 
organisation 

Organisation that raises funds from the public generosity 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Background 

In June 2012 the European Union set up the European Endowment for Democracy (EED) with the aim 
of fostering and encouraging "democratisation and deep and sustainable democracy in countries in 
political transition and in societies struggling for democratisation, with initial, although not exclusive 
focus, on the European Neighbourhood."1 

The draft statutes of EED state that it would benefit not only to pro-democracy and social 
movements, but also to emerging leaders, civil society, independent media, foundations and 
educational institutions among others. 

Such an idea had been under discussion for many years but the decisive boost was given by Polish 
Foreign Minister Radoslaw Sikorski in 2011. Taking into account the strong pulling factor of the EU for 
Poland at the end of the Soviet period, he regretted no equivalent existed for the Arab countries that 
were experiencing social movements at the time, and he put forward the idea of a European 
democratic fund. As the Arab Spring and the developments in Belarus proved he was right, he was 
supported by High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Catherine Ashton. Their 
proposal was expressed in a new policy document on the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) 
published in May 2011 and was one of the priorities of the Polish Council Presidency in the second 
semester of 2011. 

According to the draft statutes, the EED would be autonomous from the European Union and 
governed by the decisions taken by its statutory organs and by the Belgian law (its seat would be 
located in Brussels). It would be mainly funded by voluntary contributions from both the EU Member 
States and other donors such as the European Commission. 

The EED would be composed of a Board of Governors and an Executive Committee. These two 
governing bodies include representatives of the funding members which are the EU institutions and 
the Member States. As a consequence, both the governance and the financing structure of the 
Endowment raise some questions on its independence.  

The debates preceding the creation of the EED have highlighted key challenges such as its ability to 
act as an independent and efficient actor and to add value to existing pro-democratic programs. 
Among these challenges, there is the necessity to implement a sound and effective management of 
funds without prejudicing its operating reactivity and flexibility. 

It is in this context that the European Parliament required a study in order to learn about the 
necessary conditions for effective financial control in multi-donor foundations and endowments, and 
best practices that could be brought into the EED. 

 

 
1 Extract from the Article 2 of the draft statutes of the European Endowment for Democracy 
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Aim 

As a result, the aim of this study is to identify best practices for effective financial control in multi-
donor foundations & endowments among selected organisations over six countries. 

The study is to focus on three main areas which contribute to achieve effective financial control and 
report on such achievement. 

All analyses have been structured around the study questions that were raised by the European 
Parliament. It has been decided to divide them into three themes: 

 Governance and internal control 
 External control environment 
 Transparency 

Governance is the cornerstone to build an efficient and transparent organisation. Chapter 1 of the 
study identifies best practices implemented or targeted by the studied organisation to reach "good 
governance". It also seeks to define which internal controls should be set up to make sure the 
foundation is managed soundly and funds are used for the purposes of the statutes only. Still 
attention should be paid to the risk of excessive bureaucracy, which would prevent an organisation 
from acting efficiently and to respond rapidly to changing environment. 

The external control environment contributes in some cases in creating the conditions for best 
practices. Chapter 2 is presenting its different actors and comparing the main deviation observed 
from one country to another in terms of State authority that supervises foundations, financial controls 
imposed by legislation and controls performed by other third parties such as funding partners and 
private labelling organisation. 

Transparency, including financial transparency, has been for many years a necessary condition to 
create confidence and still remains. After reminding what are the main challenges for a transparent 
and efficient communication, the study is highlighting in chapter 3 the best practices observed 
among the studied organisations on the main topics that are the communication on the organisation 
and key principles of governance, risks exposure and internal controls, financial reporting and 
communication on the results and impacts of the actions. 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Hintergrund 

Im Juni 2012 hat die Europäische Union den Europäischen Fonds für Demokratie (EFD) eingerichtet, 
der darauf abzielt, der Förderung und Unterstützung „der Demokratisierung und einer vertieften und 
nachhaltigen Demokratie in den einen politischen Übergang durchlaufenden Ländern und in den für die 
Demokratisierung kämpfenden Gesellschaften zu dienen, wobei der Schwerpunkt zunächst, jedoch nicht 
ausschließlich, auf der Nachbarschaft Europas liegt“2. 
 
Im Entwurf der Satzung des EFD heißt es, dass dieser nicht nur Demokratiebewegungen und 
gesellschaftlichen Bewegungen zugute kommt, sondern unter anderem auch aufstrebenden 
Führungskräften, der Zivilgesellschaft, unabhängigen Medien, Stiftungen und Bildungseinrichtungen. 
 
Diese Idee ist viele Jahre lang erörtert worden, doch entscheidenden Auftrieb erhielt sie 2011 durch 
den polnischen Außenminister Radosław Sikorski. Unter Hinweis auf die starke Anziehungskraft, die 
die EU am Ende der Sowjetära auf Polen ausübte, bekundete er sein Bedauern darüber, dass es für die 
arabischen Länder, die damals gerade von gesellschaftlichen Umwälzungen geprägt waren, nichts 
Derartiges gab, und unterstützte die Errichtung eines Europäischen Fonds für Demokratie. Als der 
Arabische Frühling und auch die Entwicklungen in Belarus ihm Recht gaben, erfuhr er Unterstützung 
von der Hohen Vertreterin für Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik, Catherine Ashton. 
 
Der Vorschlag von Sikorski und Ashton wurde in einem neuen Grundsatzpapier zur Europäischen 
Nachbarschaftspolitik formuliert, das im Mai 2011 veröffentlicht wurde, und war eine der Prioritäten 
des polnischen Ratsvorsitzes im zweiten Halbjahr 2011. 
 
Dem Satzungsentwurf zufolge ist der EFD unabhängig von der Europäischen Union und unterliegt 
den Beschlusswegen seiner satzungsmäßigen Organe und dem belgischen Recht (sein Sitz ist in 
Brüssel geplant). Er soll hauptsächlich aus freiwilligen Beiträgen der EU-Mitgliedstaaten und anderer 
Geber wie z. B. der Europäischen Kommission finanziert werden. 
 
Der EFD soll sich aus einem Verwaltungsrat und einem Exekutivausschuss zusammensetzen. Diesen 
beiden Leitungsorganen gehören Vertreter der Gründungsmitglieder an (der EU-Organe und der 
Mitgliedstaaten). Daher werfen sowohl die Leitungsstruktur als auch die Finanzierung des Fonds 
Fragen hinsichtlich seiner Unabhängigkeit auf.  
 
In der Debatte vor der Errichtung des EFD wurden wichtige Herausforderungen betont – z. B. die 
Frage, ob er unabhängig und effizient handeln und den Wert bestehender Programme zur 
Demokratieförderung erhöhen kann. Ferner gehört zu diesen Herausforderungen die Notwendigkeit 
einer soliden und wirkungsvollen Mittelverwaltung, die die operative Reaktionsfähigkeit und 
Flexibilität des Fonds nicht gefährdet. 
 
In diesem Zusammenhang hat das Europäische Parlament eine Studie in Auftrag gegeben, um zu 
ermitteln, welche Voraussetzungen für eine wirksame finanzielle Kontrolle in Stiftungen und Fonds 
mit vielen Gebern erforderlich sind und welche Beispiele bewährter Verfahrensweisen für den EFD 
genutzt werden können. 
 

 
2 Auszug aus Artikel 2 des Entwurfs für die Satzung des Europäischen Fonds für Demokratie. 
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Ziel 

 
Ziel dieser Studie ist es, in ausgewählten Organisationen in sechs Ländern bewährte 
Verfahrensweisen für eine wirksame finanzielle Kontrolle in Stiftungen und Fonds mit vielen Gebern 
zu ermitteln. 
 
Die Studie konzentriert sich auf drei Schwerpunktgebiete, deren Beitrag zu einer wirksamen 
finanziellen Kontrolle untersucht wird. 
Alle Analysen sind um die vom Europäischen Parlament für die Studie aufgeworfenen Fragen 
aufgebaut. Sie wurden in drei Themenbereiche aufgeteilt: 
 

 Führung und interne Kontrolle 

 Externes Kontrollumfeld 

 Transparenz 
 
Die Führung einer Organisation ist der Eckpfeiler für Effizienz und Transparenz. In Kapitel 1 der Studie 
werden bewährte Verfahrensweisen ermittelt, die die jeweilige untersuchte Organisation umgesetzt 
hat oder einzuführen beabsichtigt, um eine „verantwortungsvolle Führung“ zu sichern. Außerdem 
soll bestimmt werden, welche internen Kontrollen eingerichtet werden sollten, um dafür zu sorgen, 
dass eine Stiftung solide verwaltet wird und dass die Mittel ausschließlich im Sinne der Satzung 
verwendet werden. Dabei sollte jedoch darauf geachtet werden, überbordende Bürokratie zu 
vermeiden, die eine Organisation daran hindern würde, effizient zu handeln und rasch auf sich 
verändernde Bedingungen zu reagieren. 
 
Das externe Kontrollumfeld kann dazu beitragen, die Voraussetzungen für die Anwendung bewährter 
Verfahrensweisen zu schaffen. In Kapitel 2 werden seine Akteure und die wesentlichen Unterschiede 
im Vergleich zwischen den Ländern dargestellt, was die staatliche Aufsichtsbehörde für Stiftungen 
anbelangt sowie gesetzlich vorgeschriebene Kontrollen und Kontrollen durch Dritte wie 
Finanzierungspartner oder private Organisationen für die Vergabe von Kennzeichnungen. 
 
Transparenz, einschließlich der finanziellen Transparenz, ist bereits seit langem Voraussetzung für 
Vertrauen. In Kapitel 3 der Studie werden zunächst die größten Herausforderungen für eine 
transparente und effiziente Kommunikation in Erinnerung gerufen und anschließend bewährte 
Verfahrensweisen der untersuchten Organisationen in folgenden wichtigen Bereichen dargestellt: 
Kommunikation über die Organisation und wesentliche Grundsätze der Führung, Risikoexposition 
und interne Kontrollen, Finanzberichterstattung und Kommunikation über die Ergebnisse und Folgen 
des Handelns. 
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SYNTHESE 
Contexte 
 
En juin 2012, l'Union européenne a mis en place le Fonds européen pour la démocratie (FEDEM), dont 
l'objectif est de favoriser et d'encourager "la démocratisation et une démocratie solide et durable dans 
les pays en transition politique ainsi que dans les sociétés luttant pour la démocratisation, l'accent initial, 
mais non exclusif, étant mis sur le voisinage européen"3. 
 
Le projet de statuts du FEDEM précise que les bénéficiaires du Fonds sont non seulement des 
mouvements sociaux favorables à la démocratie, mais aussi, entre autres, de jeunes dirigeants, la 
société civile, des médias indépendants, des fondations ainsi que des établissements 
d'enseignement. 
 
Un tel projet était sur la table depuis des années, mais c'est en 2011 que le ministre polonais des 
affaires étrangères, Radoslaw Sikorski, lui a donné une impulsion décisive. Ce dernier a rappelé le 
pouvoir d'attraction qu'exerçait l'Union européenne sur la Pologne à la fin de l'ère soviétique et a 
regretté que les pays arabes en plein soulèvement démocratique n'aient rien connu rien d'équivalent 
à l'époque, et c'est ainsi qu'est née l'idée d'un Fonds européen pour la démocratie. Les évènements 
du Printemps arabe et en Biélorussie ayant donné raison au ministre polonais, celui-ci a reçu le 
soutien de la haute représentante de l'Union pour les affaires étrangères et la politique de sécurité, 
Catherine Ashton. Leur proposition a été présentée dans une nouvelle note d'orientation sur la 
politique européenne de voisinage (PEV) publiée en mai 2011 et a été l'une des priorités de la 
présidence polonaise du Conseil au cours du second semestre 2011. 
 
En vertu du projet de statuts, le FEDEM serait autonome par rapport à l'Union européenne et serait 
régi par les décisions de ses organes directeurs et par le droit belge (son siège se trouverait à 
Bruxelles). Il serait financé principalement par les États membres et par d'autres donateurs tels que la 
Commission européenne, sur une base volontaire. 
 
Le FEDEM serait composé d'un conseil des gouverneurs et d'un comité de direction. Ces deux 
organes directeurs incluraient des représentants des bailleurs de fonds, à savoir les institutions 
européennes et les États membres. L'indépendance du FEDEM en matière de gouvernance et de 
financement pose dès lors question.  
 
Les débats qui ont précédé la création du FEDEM ont mis en lumière certaines problématiques 
essentielles, notamment la capacité du Fonds à agir en tant qu'acteur indépendant et efficace et à 
apporter une valeur ajoutée aux programmes de soutien à la démocratie existants. Par ailleurs, un 
autre défi de taille consiste à mettre en œuvre un système de gestion saine et efficace des fonds qui 
n'entrave pas la réactivité et la flexibilité du FEDEM. 
 
C'est dans ce cadre que le Parlement européen a commandé une étude afin d'en en apprendre 
davantage sur les conditions essentielles d'un contrôle financier efficace des fonds et des fondations 
à plusieurs donateurs et sur les meilleures pratiques dans le domaine qui peuvent être appliquées au 
FEDEM. 
 

                                                 
3 Extrait de l'article 2 du projet de statuts du Fonds européen pour la démocratie. 
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Objectif 
 
Cette étude a donc pour objectif d'identifier les meilleures pratiques relatives à un contrôle financier 
efficace des fonds et des fondations à plusieurs donateurs parmi une sélection d'organisations issues 
de six pays. 
 
L'étude se focalise sur trois éléments principaux qui permettent la réalisation de contrôles financiers 
efficaces et la rédaction de rapports concernant ces contrôles. 
 
Toutes les analyses sont axées sur les questions soulevées par le Parlement européen. Ces questions 
ont été réparties en trois catégories: 
 

 la gouvernance et le contrôle interne; 

 l'environnement de contrôle externe; 

 la transparence. 
 
La gouvernance est la pierre angulaire d'une organisation efficace et transparente. Le premier 
chapitre de l'étude définit les meilleures pratiques mises en œuvre ou recherchées par les 
organisations étudiées pour parvenir à une "bonne gouvernance". Il vise également à déterminer les 
contrôles internes qui devraient être mis en place pour s'assurer que la fondation est gérée sainement 
et que les fonds servent uniquement les objectifs prévus par les statuts. Il convient toutefois d'éviter 
les excès bureaucratiques qui empêcheraient l'organisation d'agir efficacement et de répondre 
rapidement aux évolutions de l'environnement. 
 
L'environnement de contrôle externe contribue dans certains cas à créer les conditions des meilleures 
pratiques. Le chapitre 2 présente les acteurs impliqués et décline les principales différences qui 
existent entre les pays du point de vue de l'autorité de l'État qui supervise les fondations, des 
contrôles financiers imposés par la législation et des contrôles réalisés par des tiers tels que les 
partenaires bailleurs de fonds ou les organismes privés. 
 
La transparence, notamment la transparence financière, reste depuis des années une condition 
nécessaire à l'établissement de la confiance. Le chapitre 3 de l'étude commence par rappeler les 
obstacles majeurs à l'établissement d'une communication transparente et efficace. Il met ensuite en 
évidence les meilleures pratiques observées au sein des organisations étudiées en ce qui concerne les 
thèmes essentiels que sont la communication sur l'organisation et les principes fondamentaux de la 
gouvernance, l'exposition aux risques et les contrôles internes, les rapports financiers ainsi que la 
communication des résultats et des répercussions des actions menées. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The method used is a benchmark of 10 foundations and endowments from different countries at an 
international level: 

Table 1 : List of the selected organisations 
 

Thematic Areas - in accordance with EFD mission and RFP requirements Country Name of potential 
NGos Development Policy Democracy Cultural Health Human 

Rights 
Gender Peace & 

Security 
Princess Margaret 
Hospital Foundation         

Canada 
University of Toronto         
Fondation de France         

France 
Fondation d'Auteuil         

India Save the Children-Bal 
Raksha Bharat         

CICR (Association)         
Switzerland 

Global Fund (Fondation)         
Bill & Melinda Gates 
foundation         

USA 
Ford Foundation         

Spain 

Fundación Internacional 
y para Iberoamérica de 
Administración y 
Políticas Públicas 

        

TOTAL 10 4 5 2 3 7 5 2 1 

 

The whole study was centralised and coordinated by Ernst & Young Paris. 

Preliminary research has been conducted on each of the selected countries to better understand the 
global framework of the selected foundations and endowments. Rules and laws related to the 
defined focus area and publicly available information on the foundations and endowments were 
among the key sources of documentation. 

The aim was to focus on countries which have specific regulations and/or practices: 

 Canada: most controls are accomplished by the taxation authority (the Canadian Revenue 
Agency) 

 France: attention has been paid to the additional controls performed when the foundation 
receives public funds and the role of the external auditors  auditing rules (stricter than in 
many other countries) 

 India: in addition to the Anglo-Saxon inspiration of its law, one of the interests of this country 
lies in the obligation for foundations to keep  a cost accounting for each major funder 

 Spain: there are strong legal requirements for transparency regarding the use of funds 
 Switzerland: many self-regulatory tools already exist to certify internal rules of foundations 

and could inspire the EED governance 
 US: a special focus has been given to the donor’s intent in the federal regulation 

 

This work enabled to identify the information needed and to create a questionnaire that was sent to 
each Ernst & Young’s local office. 
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During the whole study, special attention has been paid to the managing and use of public funds. 

A series of face-to-face and telephone interviews with the selected foundations have been 
undertaken in order to complete the information collected by the desk research except for four 
organisations which have not consented to participate: Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (US), The 
Ford Foundation (US), CICR (Switzerland), Global Fund (Switzerland). 

The collected data were then analysed so as to highlight best practices and key conditions to meet an 
effective financial control in multi-donor foundations. In the reporting phase the whole information 
has been synthesised in the final report, based on feedback from the European Parliament. 
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1 GOVERNANCE AND INTERNAL CONTROL 

KEY BEST PRACTICES 

 Establish a Code of Conduct and Ethics 

 Ensure independence and skills (Expert Committee) 

 Do not pay Governors of the Board for their role, only their business expenses may be 
reimbursed 

 Schedule several Board meetings a year  

 Do not combine officer positions of the various governing bodies 

 Limit the duration of mandates for members of the Executive committee with a limited 
possibility of renewal (once or twice) 

 Set up an Audit Committee  

 Map risk exposure of the foundation and design relevant control procedures 

 Donors (or their representatives) should not represent more than half of the number of 
Board members 

1.1 MAIN FEATURES OF GOVERNANCE: INDEPENDENCE AND SKILLS 

1.1.1 Global framework 

The key roles of a foundation’s governance are the: 

 Definition of objectives  
 Definition of the general framework of intervention  
 Validation of internal control procedures 

“Good” governance implies that key decisions are taken in an appropriate way that would not be 
contrary to the foundation’s objectives and values. A key success factor seem to rely on the 
coexistence of various governance bodies that can feed the decision makers and the setting up of an 
internal control environment with the aim of ensuring that rules are respected, so that funds are 
soundly managed. 

While legislation may provide a framework regarding the organisational structure of foundations, 
statutes usually define in more detail the appointment processes and the roles and responsibilities of 
each governing body of the foundation.  

Depending on the country and on their own decisions, foundations can have either a two-tier 
governance structure with a Supervisory Board (that corresponds to the "Boards of Governors" in the 
statutes of EED) and a Board of Directors (the equivalent of the Executive Committee in the statutes of 
EED) whose members are in some cases chosen by the Supervisory Board or a sole Administrative 
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Board (or Executive Board, or Board of Directors), that elects among its own members a Bureau. In 
both cases they are collegial structures that are supplemented by specialized committees. 

Most of the studied foundations have chosen the two-tier governance structure, as defined in the 
EED statutes, i.e. a “Board of Governors” and an “Executive Committee”. Foundations attach particular 
importance to the balance of powers within their governing structures. With this aim in mind 
legislation is in certain countries quite strict regarding the prevention of conflicts of interest: in 
France, a member of the Executive Committee cannot be a member of the Board of Governors at the 
same time and conversely. 

Generally the Board and the Executive Committee are supported by other Committees (the Expert 
Committee and the Finance Committee), that provide expertise to inform decision-making.  

The Audit Committee is for its part responsible for the risk management and acts as a link between 
internal and external control. Last the Coordinating Group insures that all governing bodies 
communicate and are well informed to act in an efficient way.   

Figure 1: Graphical illustrative charts of governance observed in some foundations 
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1.1.2 Board of Governors 

The Board of Governors is the main governing body of foundations with the role of strategic 
leadership and the overall direction of operational activities. It is independent and autonomous in its 
decision-making and is responsible for the selection, evaluation and support of the main objectives 
and strategic guidelines for each foundation. It is in charge of monitoring the decisions of the 
Executive Committee and making sure that they are in accordance with the global strategy of the 
foundation. 

Meetings of the Board are usually performed at least two to four times a year, and on the Governors’ 
request: actually the number of meetings in the analyzed foundations was above the minimum 
standards, which reflects the members’ strong involvement in the foundation’s activities. In all the 
studied foundations, members are never paid but they can obtain reimbursement of their business 
expenses. 
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The minimum number of members of boards of Governors is often imposed by legislation:  

Table 2 : Minimum number of Board of Governors members 
 
 

France Belgium Spain Switzerland India Canada United States 
of America 

Minimum 
number of Board 

of Governors 
members 

3 3 3 1 3 3 for soliciting 
organizations 

No minimum 
defined 

Source: EY, European Foundation Centre, April 2011, national legislations 

In the analysed foundations, Boards of Governors range from three to fifty members. Actually a 
collegial structure ensures consistent decision making and good oversight of the foundation’s 
activities.  

Members of Boards of Governors are originally the founders of the foundation. New members are 
generally elected or designated for a limited period of time (between two and five years) according to 
statutes, and can be reappointed generally once or twice. 

1.1.3 Executive Committee 

The Executive Committee is a group of individuals (between five to twenty members) responsible for 
operating policy, procedures, and related matters affecting all the activities and processes of the 
foundation. Its primary responsibility concerns the decision to allocate funds to a given project or 
external entity. This task is important in so far as it leads the direction of the foundation in its 
operational aspects under the control of the Board of Governors. 

The members of the Executive Committee are usually elected or designated for a limited period of 
time (between two and five years) and can be reappointed once or twice. Some members of the 
Executive Committee are chosen for their expertise in the field of the foundation (health, education, 
etc.) or their qualification on the support function such as communication, finance, law... Paying 
attention to the selection process warrants the efficiency and the independence of the Executive 
Committee. Best practice is to determine the foundation needs in terms of expertise and skills to 
formalise the criteria an officer candidate to the Executive Committee should meet. One should also 
mention the fact that the Executive Committee is surrounded by experts present in specific comities 
of the governance (cf. §1.1.4). 

More often the Executive Committee’s members do not combine their office positions in the 
governance. This policy enhances the independence of the committee. Last, the Executive Director 
chairs the Executive Committee; he/she is usually an employee of the foundation, so he/she receives 
a salary for his/her work.  

1.1.4 Specific Committees 

The most commonly observed committees are the Audit Committee, the Finance or Investment 
Committee and the Expert Committee. Their members shall be appropriately qualified and 
experienced and meet at least once every quarter to discuss the key matters relating to their 
responsibility. Committees members shall be subject to regular reconfirmation (for example: 
annual).These committees work together to select the projects to be funded and to propose them to 
the Executive Committee for approval.  
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As an exception, in one studied foundation, the Expert Committee has the capacity to decide alone to 
fund or not a project when activities are characterized by the funding of a large volume of small 
projects (under 20 thousand Euros) requiring to make quick decisions.  

The Audit Committee plays a key role in controlling the foundation, acting as a platform for 
discussing internal control and audit matters. Members have to be totally independent of any 
dealings with the foundation. Almost all the studied foundations have set up an Audit Committee. 
Usually it consists of 4 to 6 members. 

The Audit Committee issues a report to the Board of Governors with recommendations for the 
approval of the financial statements, and it monitors audits and performance evaluation. It is usually 
in charge of advising the Board of Governors on the appointment of external auditors. It coordinates 
internal and external controls, thus being in the best position to map and assess the risk exposure of 
the foundation and determine the necessary internal control procedures to mitigate the identified 
risk exposure. The audit committee finally suggests to the Executive Committee a continuous 
improvement plan following the recommendations of both the internal and external auditors. In a 
word, the Audit Committee is a key player ensuring the alignment of decisions taken by the Executive 
Committee with the strategy established by the Board of Governors. 

The Finance or Investment Committee is in charge of monitoring and evaluating investment 
performance and of reviewing long-range financial plans, investing strategy and spending policies. 
Often the Finance Committee also prepares the budget that is then voted by the Board of Governors. 
Such a committee exists in most of the studied foundations since they benefit from large amount of 
cash that need to be securely invested and expensed. It is usually composed of independent experts. 

Expert committees: for most foundations, this committee is specialized in the identification and 
selection of projects in accordance with the governance strategy. It selects specific projects and 
submits them to the Executive Committee so that they can be financed by the foundation. 

To get more details on the selection process, the analysis of the studied foundations shows that it is 
usually detailed in the internal rules of the foundation. Such rules are aimed to allow the members to 
select on an independent and rational basis. From there, two scenarii can be considered and have 
been observed in the studied foundations: 

 The foundation defines itself which projects it would like to support and launches a call for 
projects: it can be done through direct solicitation or letters of inquiry for example 

 The foundation selects the projects to be supported among proposals made by operating 
partners 

Applicants have to submit an application form, mainly consisting in describing how the project would 
be developed, which persons would carry it out and the purpose it is intended to address. It also 
includes an estimated project budget and timeframe.  

The different Committees of the foundation (Expert Committees and Finance Committee) then 
examine the application form to determine whether the project is in accordance with the strategy 
and values of the foundation. The committees review the environment of the project and check the 
identities of the involved actors to prevent illegal operations (money laundering, corruption…). 
Special attention is also paid on the capacity of the foundation to undertake the project. The 
applicant may be asked to make some adjustments of his/her proposal.  
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In the end the Expert Committees make a recommendation on the acceptance or rejection of the 
proposal, but the final decision is usually taken by one or several members of the  Executive 
Committee (depending on the size and the expected impact of the project). 

Designing the organisational structure in such a way is a prerequisite to avoid conflicts of interests 
and may be necessary to accumulate a high level of knowledge and expertise within the foundation. 

Some foundations may also have a so called “Governance Committee”. Its responsibility is to review 
governance policies and other procedures. It may also lead the process for identifying, recruiting and 
appointing members of the Executive Committee, acting therefore as a “Nomination committee”.  

We noted in our analysis that one foundation has implemented a Coordinating Group between the 
Board of Governors and specific committees with three main goals: 

1. Governance efficiency 
 Ensure that the Board of Governors’ and Committee’s agendas and 

documentation are well-structured 
 Make sure the Board of Governors’ priorities are reproduced into the appropriate 

Committee agendas 
 Follow the Board of Governors’ decisions 
 Recommend initiatives to optimize the Executive Committee’s and the Board of 

Governors’ performance 
 Promote good communication practices between and among the Board of 

Governors and Committees 
 

2. Risk oversight 
 Support the Board of Governors in its risk oversight functions 
 Ensure the Board of Governors reviews the risk map of the foundation 

 
3. Direct-performance oversight 

 Support the Board of Governors in assessing performance 

The Coordinating Group may invite among the executive departments of the foundation the 
Executive Director, the Internal Control Director, Experts Committees members and staff members to 
attend its meetings. 

1.2 STRATEGY AND VALUES 

1.2.1 Defining and formalising a right strategy 

A key success factor of an organisation is to have a "good strategy". It should be kept in mind that 
there is no single model of strategy that would be appropriate in all circumstances. A good strategy 
usually answers at least the following three questions:  

1 – Internal and external logic of the strategy: is there enough justification? Is there a logical 
connection between diagnosis, problem analysis, objectives and actions proposed? Does it 
take into account the activities of other actors/other policies? 
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2 – Relevance to needs: does the strategy correspond to the needs of the beneficiaries? Are 
the proposals adapted to the targeted countries? Are they likely to lead to the achievements 
of the strategic objectives? 

3 – Implementation capacity: can the strategy be implemented? Who is going to do it and is 
there sufficient capacity for implementation? 

In the not-for-profit sector, there is a broad trend to define the strategy applying a "partnership 
approach". The partnership approach corresponds to the notion of the "stakeholders approach", 
consisting in taking into account the expectation and needs from all the stakeholders or at least a 
large part of them. 

Most of the studied foundations observe that the impact of their actions increase with the quality 
of link or partnership with their stakeholders. As a consequence, they develop and revise their 
strategy on the basis of regular meetings with their stakeholders. 

One of the studied foundations pays a special attention to the quality of interactions with its partners, 
the clarity of its communication, and is soliciting feedbacks to improve itself through regular survey 
performed by an independent non-profit organisation. In another foundation, stakeholders are 
members of the Governance, as a representative of the Government is part of the Board of Governors.  

The partnership approach is also a response to how to do more with less financial resources available. 
Regarding this concern, Governance International states: "Behaviour change is now attracting the 
attention of governments everywhere. There is increasing recognition that successful outcomes can no 
longer be achieved through traditional reliance on compliance with legislation. At the same time, tight 
budgets mean that only limited use can be made of inducements through financial payments. Therefore, 
public agencies need to rely on mechanisms for influencing other stakeholders."4 

This way of defining the strategy contributes to enhancing the credibility of the foundation towards 
its stakeholders. It is also a good way to foster the adhesion to all major projects of foundations. It is 
often elaborated by the Executive Committee and approved by the Board of Governors. 

Strategy needs to be formalised before being implemented and communicated to all stakeholders of 
the foundation. This formalisation consists in translating the strategic objectives into operational 
objectives applicable to the day-to-day activity of the foundation.  

Transmission and communication of the strategy within the foundation is essential, as it is a first step 
towards efficiency. A second step is to ensure that this strategy is properly implemented by the 
Executive Committee and the Executive Officers. 
Today’s environment demands efficiency in the decision-making process, this efficiency is reached 
thanks to communication on strategy, with regular meetings, generally three or four a year for the 
Boards of Governors and more for the Executive Committee. To accelerate the decision-making 
process, one of the studied foundations has created a specific position, a Coordinating Group, whose 
role is to ensure that the transmitted information has been understood and shared among governing 
bodies. 

Having a right strategy may not be sufficient without implementing "good governance". In its White 
paper on "Making Governance Work for the Poor", UK Department for International Development 
considers that "good governance is not just about government. It is also about political parties, 

 
4 Governance international website, 2012. Governance International in a non-profit organisation based in the UK. It seeks 
helping agencies to achieve outcomes for citizens through excellence in public governance. 
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parliament, the judiciary, the media, and civil society. It is about how citizens, leaders and public 
institutions relate to each other in order to make change happen."5 

1.2.2 Independence 

The common value for all foundations and uncorrelated to the level of maturity is the independence 
of the members in the different committees. Attention has to be paid to the relationship between 
the different governing bodies of the foundation in order for decisions to be made in an independent 
way and funds to be managed soundly. Preventing conflict of interests is one of the key issues. This is 
the main rule that governs foundations analyzed in this study. This independence is granted mainly 
by national law, but also directly built into foundations’ statutes. 

An example of legislation is Section 98 of the Canada Corporations Act, which states that “it is the duty 
of a director of a company who is in any way, whether directly or indirectly, interested in a contract or 
proposed contract with the company to declare his interest at a meeting of directors of the company”. 
Foundations’ statutes usually go further than the obligation to declare one’s interest by preventing a 
person in such a situation to be part of the Board of Directors. Statutes often define clear 
independence requirements from the governing body to the managing one. 

This concept is usually highlighted in the foundation’s Code of conduct that applies to all members of 
governance (and even all member staff) are and that encompasses ethical behaviour and values such 
as integrity, responsibility and accountability. Procedures related to Human Resources are often 
designed in order to implement these values. 

In some studied organisations, a specific Directors' charter specifies the rights, duties and obligations 
of the Directors (Board members) such as 

 Acting in the foundation's purpose and interest 
 Being involved into the regular meetings of the Board 
 Complying with laws and statutes for all matter related to its function 
 Acting with independence, loyalty and honesty, - being professional and efficient 
 Avoiding any conflicts of interest and alerting the Board of any situation that may question 

his/her independence 

1.2.3  Managing conflict of interest 

Attention should be paid to the case of funding partners, who could claim to be appointed as 
members of the Board of Governors to control the use of their funds for individual purpose and not in 
a way that contributes to the common objectives and interests of the foundation. 

In the case of multi-donor foundations we have identified several practices to avoid or limit potential 
conflicts of interest:  

 Funding partners should not be appointed as Committee members, or 
 Funding partner should not have the majority to vote in the Board, like in most of the 

European foundations studied. The aim would be to prevent situations in which funding 
partners would personally benefit from allocating funds to a specific project. Such a rule may 
not be necessary when funding partners only provide the initial non-expendable endowment 

 
5 DFID White Paper, Making Governance Work for the Poor, July 2006 
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but do not finance directly the expenditure engaged for the activities. Anyway it would be 
useful to balance the presence of funding partners in the Board with experts, and/or 

 Investigations are conducted by the Executive Committee on funding partners themselves to 
ensure their activities are not against the foundations’ values: in this case, the foundation 
would not accept any fund from this partner. Some of the foundations studied even define 
specified categories of funders that are outlined as not suitable.  

 Additionally, it is to be recalled that all the foundations studied limit the duration of mandates 
(3 to 5 years, renewable twice) for members of the Board of Governors and the Executive 
Committee 

1.2.4 Prevention of fraud risk 

The risk of fraud also receives considerable attention in the Codes of Conduct and procedures. In the 
US, a common practice to detect fraud is the formal “whistle-blower policy for handling of complaints 
regarding accounting”, internal control and other matters. Such a policy may be mentioned in the 
foundation’s internal rules or Code of Conduct. Another measure against fraud risk is to have an 
accounting system that does not allow unauthorized access and strict segregation of duties. 

Special attention is usually paid to the risk of conflict of interest and internal rules are also designed to 
prevent staff or governance members from accepting fees from funding partners or communicate 
confidential information. 

1.3 INTERNAL CONTROL ENVIRONMENT AND PROCEDURES 

1.3.1 General concept 

According to the COSO6 definition, internal control is defined as a process, used by an organisation's 
governing board and committees, management, and other personnel, designed to provide 
reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of objectives in the following categories:  

 Effectiveness and efficiency of operations  
 Reliability of financial reporting  
 Compliance with applicable laws and regulations  
 Safeguarding of assets  

Internal control consists of five interrelated components:  

 Control environment - The control environment includes the integrity, ethical values, and 
competence of the entity's people and is the foundation for all other components of internal 
control 

 Risk assessment - Every entity faces risks that must be identified, analyzed, and managed to 
achieve its objectives 

 Control activities - Control activities are the measures used to help ensure that management 
directives are carried out and that risks are addressed. They take many forms including 
policies and procedures, approvals, verifications, reconciliations, performance reviews, 
security measures, and segregation of duties 

 
6 Committee Of Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway Commission. COSO is a joint initiative of private sector 
organizations (American Accounting Association, AICPA, Financial Executives International, Institute of Management 
Accountants and the Institute of Internal Auditors) and is dedicated to providing thought leadership through the 
development of frameworks and guidance on enterprise risk management, internal control and fraud deterrence. 
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 Information and communication - Information systems must be in place to identify, capture, 
and communicate relevant information in a form and timeframe that enables people to carry 
out their responsibilities and maintain accountability for the entity's assets 

 Monitoring - The entire internal control process must be monitored and the quality of its 
performance assessed as a part of regular management and supervisory activities. Corrective 
actions must be taken whenever the system does not perform as intended 

Among the studied organisations, COSO is used as a main reference to developing the internal 
control framework. 

1.3.2 Key challenge in internal controls and best practices identified  

Early awareness of internal control 

In some of the organisations studied, few of the people interviewed spoke about difficulty in 
implementing a "culture" of internal control when people are not used to and consider it as a sign of 
"lost confidence". In such cases, the adoption process may take time and need to be supported and 
encouraged. A good practice has been identified among one of the studied organisation which 
requires each manager to appoint a person responsible for the application of internal procedures 
within his/her department. This initiative has helped shake up attitudes and practices of the persons 
involved in the various processes. 

Additionally, a newly established foundation such as EED would have a real interest in implementing 
written procedures as soon as possible and encouraging good behaviour from the start.  

Formalise risk map and internal control procedures 

Most of the foundations studied have developed risk maps that consist in identifying risk exposure, 
measuring and prioritizing according their likelihood and impact. 

Identifying risks: a best practice for this first step is to organize a brainstorming meeting with 
executive directors, managers and the Audit committee in order to identify different kind of risk 
(operating, financial, image, etc.). Some organisations capture information on risk using 
questionnaires. 

Measuring risks: Risk assessment requires the prior determination of thresholds above which the 
consequences of the realisations of the risk would be considered as "significant" to the organisation.  

Prioritizing risks: The last step is to classify the identified risk according two parameters: the 
likelihood and the impact of the risk if it occurs. High risks are those that have both a significant 
likelihood of occurring and a significant impact to the organisation. 
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Figure 2: Illustration of a risk map  

 

High risks should be managed as a priority by implementing internal controls that can contribute to 
limiting their impact and/or likelihood rather than eliminating them. Internal control procedures are 
often: 

 Prepared by managers in charge of the efficiency of internal controls within their 
departments 

 Reviewed by the Director of the internal control if any or by the Executive Director 
 Submitted to the Audit committee for pre-approval and finalization before being 
 Submitted to the Executive committee for approval 

Formalizing both the risk map and the internal control procedures are necessary conditions to: 

 Communicating on risk exposure and aware all people involved in the processes 
 Building a clear internal control framework on which people can consult daily 
 Explaining why the chosen controls are necessary 
 Facilitating the work of internal auditors if any or managers in charge of verifying internal 

procedures have been followed 

In some cases, we have observed that Executive directors use a "risk monitoring plan" as a 
management tool to follow the implementation of expected internal control improvements. 

Best practice is to achieve an annual review of risks area and internal control environment by the 
Board of Directors (equivalent to the Executive Committee of EED).  
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Pay attention to risk assessment to limit over-control and bureaucracy 
Risk assessment is about identifying risk exposure but also about measuring and prioritizing risks so 
that the organisation determines the "right level of controls" required to mitigate significant risk. "The 
right level" of controls means identifying the necessary controls and avoiding over-control. When its 
function exists, the Director of internal control or Direction of the internal audit plays a key role in 
defining the balance. It consists of an ongoing process subject to regular updates depending changes 
in the environment, external requirements and the development of the organisation. As a 
consequence, perfect optimisation is often a moving target. 

Focus on a few key processes related to financial controls 

Financial control of the use of funds relies on different processes that all contribute to ensure their 
proper use. They can be listed as follows: 
 

 Selection of actions/projects 
This process and its related controls require a formalised breakdown of the strategy into 
operating objectives in order to be efficient.  
 

 Selection of operating partners (when the organisation is not operating alone) 
Best practices identified are to: 

- Determine precise criteria for selecting partners, including ones that limit fraud and 
corruption risks. Some organisation formalise a "blacklist" of partners they don't want 
to work with; 

- Implement an evaluation process of the funding partners. 
 

 Elaborate standard grant agreements disclosing all the funders' requirements to enhance 
efficient use of funds and transparency such as inter alia: 

- Using a specific dedicated bank account to receive project funds 
- Determining the procurement procedures to be applied for goods and services 
- Describing the eligible expenditure categories (and the specific treatment of taxes 

and duties) 
- Defining accounting and recording obligations, including the exchange rate to be 

used when there are expenditures in foreign currency 
- Requiring an external auditor including the possibility for the foundation to mandate 

a periodic audit 
- Performing an evaluation of the project 
- When the project involves different partners, identifying a principal recipient and sub-

recipient and determining their respective obligations 
 

 Control the accounting on a monthly basis 
- Monthly reconciliation between bank statements and bank account in the accounting 

should be formalised, analysed and reviewed in accordance with the segregation of 
duties principle. 

- Independent review of accounting entries on a monthly basis from the original 
supporting documents. This verification includes inter alia the following topics: 

o correct accounting account 
o correct allocation in the cost accounting 
o correct amount,  
o correct period 
o recorded only once 
o etc. 
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- One of the studied foundations has outsourced this process in a low cost country to 
meet both segregation of duties and optimised costs. 

 
 Verify on a regular basis financial reports and activities on the operations through inter alia, 

- Planning regular field visits to ensure actions are undertaken 
- Reconciling data of the financial reporting with documentation 

 
 

 Perform budgetary control on a monthly basis  
Budget construction needs to be in line with the analytical accounting plan of the foundation 
to allow an efficient budgetary control performed on a monthly basis. 

 

For the above key processes and controls, the information system plays an important role to secure 
the operations and limit the risk of fraud and error. Efficient organisations are those which have been 
able to anticipate the necessary improvement of their information system adapted to their 
development and complexity. 

1.4 EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF THE ACTIONS SUPPORTED 

More and more, donors, public funders and philanthropists require information on the "performance" 
of not for profit organisation and wish to know the impact of the actions undertaken by the 
organisations they supported. Such information is not available in the financial statements of 
foundations and often only partially available in their Annual reports. 

The evaluation consists in answering the following questions to make continuing improvements:  

 Implementation: are activities and projects being completed?  
 Effectiveness: are these projects and activities achieving the targeted goals?  
 Social change: is the Foundation contributing to positive change as defined by the overall 

strategy?  

To evaluate the impact of actions, a necessary condition is to formalize an "objectives tree" which 
can be illustrated as follows: 

Figure 3: Illustration of an Objectives Tree 
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The objectives tree links the strategic goals of the organisation to its specific and operating goals to 
which correspond the expected impacts, outputs and actions to be achieved as illustrated above. 

For some of the studied foundations, first evaluations of projects have been performed because of 
external requirements from public funders. One studied foundation has worked on a self-assessment 
questionnaire to evaluate each of its governing bodies. Nevertheless, the evaluation of its actions 
relies on its funders' requirement and is not tailored to its own specific governance and management 
needs. Today these organisations seek to create their own evaluation criteria to measure delivery of 
their strategy, their actions, as well as performance in organisational and governance terms. 

For some other foundations studied, the evaluation process is part of the foundations’ governance 
and management processes and not always imposed by any funder requirements. We observed that 
a few foundations, located in the USA and in Switzerland, have a formal process to evaluate their 
impacts. The effectiveness of the foundations’ work is assessed at multiple levels:  strategic initiative, 
general approach and individual grant. The foundations use a combination of tools to assess whether 
their initiatives are having an impact on social changes. Sophisticated methods of qualitative and 
quantitative evaluations are performed. New initiatives are evaluated using more qualitative 
measures, while mature initiatives are evaluated using more quantitative measures that require the 
implementation of specific processes to collect and analyse quantitative data. 
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EXTERNAL CONTROL ENVIRONMENT 

KEY BEST PRACTICES 

 Registering the foundation to a state authority 

 Setting public interest purpose as a key-requirement to benefit from tax exemption 

 Reinforced state control in the case of state funds and publicly-raised funds 

 Submitting financial statements and activity report to the state authority 

 Formalizing the terms and conditions to control the use of funds in an agreement with 
each donor for each project and also with each funding partner 

 Appointing external auditors to audit the financial statements 

 Seeking the labelling of non-governmental organisations  

 Finding the right balance between efficient external controls and reasonable 
administration costs 

External controls provide an independent assessment of the foundation’s activities and opinion on its 
financial statements. Certain states trust self-regulation and have decided to impose minimal 
standards while other impose more requirements. However all studied foundations have defined 
external controls even when it was not compulsory. 

1.5 GLOBAL FRAMEWORK 

1.5.1 State authority 

The registration of foundations to a state authority can be considered as an important prerequisite to 
allow an efficient state control. The nature of the relevant authority differs from one country to 
another as mentioned below.  

Table 3: Global framework for state controls  
 

 Canada France India Spain Switzerland USA 

Registration 
Canadian 
Revenue 
Agency 

Only endowment 
funds have register 
in a specific register 
dedicated to 
associations 

National 
Register for 
Foundations 

Commercial 
Register 

Approval of 
registration Canadian 

Revenue 
Agency 

– Highest Court 
(Conseil d'Etat) for 
public utility 
foundations 
– Prefecture for 
endowment funds 

Protectorate 

– Internal 
Revenue 
Agency: in 
order to benefit 
from tax-
exemption 
– Other 
registration 
may be 
required at the 
state level 

State 
authority 

Canadian 
Revenue 
Agency 

Ministry of the 
Interior 

– Societies: either at 
the level with the 
Registrar of Societies, 
or at District level 
with the District 
Magistrate or the 
local office of the 
Registrar of Societies 
– Section 25 
companies: Registrar 
of Companies 
– Trusts: depending 
on States Protectorate 

– Confederation 
or the General 
Secretary of the 
Federal. 
– Department of 
the Interior 
(depending on 
the geographical 
impact of the 
foundation) 

Internal 
Revenue 
Agency 

Source: EY, European Foundation Centre, April 2011; national legislations 
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At this stage a significant difference can be highlighted among the foundation studied between 
European and American legislations: while in Europe the state authority directly depends on the 
Government, in Canada and in United States of America it depends on a Tax Authority. In this case 
most inspections and sanctions are focused on the tax-exempted status of the foundation. Among 
the organisations studied we did not observe any parliamentary control. 

A significant exception to be mentioned is the case of England and Wales (not in the scope of the 
study) where foundations are regulated by the Charity Commission for England and Wales. 
The Charity Commission is a non-ministerial government department, part of the civil service that 
regulates registered charities in England and Wales. It is independent of ministerial influence and also 
independent from the sector it regulates. It has powers similar to those of the High Court. 7 

The Commission has to issue an Annual Report to Parliament on its activities and use of resources. 
This report is available on the Charity Commission’s website. The main topics of its annual report are 
to debrief the Parliament on the way it has developed compliance, accountability and self-reliance 
among the charity sector during the current year. Moreover, it renders account on its organisational 
performance and change and on its annual accounts. 

1.5.2 Public interest purpose 

Pursuing public interest purposes is a condition in all studied countries to be declared as a foundation 
(or endowment) and to benefit from a tax-exemption status. However, the notion of “public interest 
entity” finds different meanings among the studied countries. Even if most of the studied countries 
mention the public interest purpose in their legislation, such a concept is hardly defined. In France, 
for instance, a definition is provided by the Tax Authority but no legal definition is available. 
 
The Spanish Foundation Act provides an open list of what could be considered as a public interest 
purpose. But in many other countries the focus is rather on the beneficiaries of the foundations’ 
activities: as an example, according to French tax law, in addition to the non-for-profit activity criteria, 
the foundation’s activity cannot benefit to a limited group of persons and no advantage can be 
obtained for the founders.  
 

Actually national legislations prefer to support public interest foundations: in Switzerland private 
purpose foundations are allowed but they cannot be of self-serving nature. Still a foundation can 
benefit from tax-exemption only if it has public interest purpose.  

Spain even goes further: foundations must spend at least 70% of their annual operating income for 
their purposes, and even in case of dissolution, its remaining assets must be transferred to entities 
pursuing general interest purposes.  
 
In addition, special attention could be paid on the administrative costs that are also mentioned in 
legislation, like in the Canadian Code of Good Practice on Funding: foundations have to identify 
them in their budget and financial statements.  
 
In France, accounting rules applicable to associations, foundations and endowment funds8 require 
from each not for profit organisation that performs national fundraising campaign to present 
administrative costs in a specific revenue and expenditure statement (compte d’emploi des resources). 

 
7 Charity Commission, Our status (2012), http://www.charity-commission.gov.uk 
8 Règlement n° 99-01 du 16 février 1999 relatif aux modalités d’établissement des comptes annuels des associations et 
fondations modifié par le règlement n° 2004-12 du 23 novembre 2004 du CRC 
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The US law is also clear on this point as it requires minimizing costs, which should be “appropriate 
under the circumstances”9. 
 
This public interest purpose is controlled by various state authorities such as the Prefecture and the 
Council of State in France or the Internal Revenue Service in the USA, by imposing external controls 
of the foundations’ financial statements.  

1.6 FINANCIAL CONTROLS IMPOSED BY LEGISLATION 

1.6.1 Accounting requirements and publication obligations 

Apart from the organisational structure, the main area in which the state controls foundations regards 
their activity and financial situation. All studied foundations keep accounts under national GAAP. 
Specific accounting rules have even been set up by certain countries such as France (including inter 
alias particular regulations relating to registration of gifts, donations, legacies and restricted funds, 
also known as “earmarked funds”). 

While all studied foundations prepared financial statements and annual reports, they are not always 
required to do so by legislation: significant differences can be noticed from one country to another 
regarding the obligation to prepare them and their content, as mentioned below. 

 

Table 4: Obligations regarding financial statements 
 

 Canada France India Spain Switzerland USA 

Requirement to 
be publicly 
available 

Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Filing 
obligations 

Financial 
statements* 
and the name of 
the member of 
the Board 
Directors are 
submitted to 
the Canadian 
Revenue 
Agency (the 
T3010A report) 

– Public utility 
foundations: 
both financial 
statements 
and the 
auditor's 
report are filed 
to Official 
Journal. 
– Endowment 
funds: 
financial 
statements are 
filed with a 
government 
office 
(Préfecture). 

Annual reports, 
income tax 
returns and 
Foreign 
Contribution 
Regulation Act, 
2010 returns 
are filed with 
the Registrar of 
Societies. 

Financial 
statements, 
auditors'report 
and annual 
action plans are 
filed with the 
Protectorate 
and submitted 
to the Register 
of foundations. 

Not 
applicable 

The 990-PF 
informational 
returns are 
filed with the 
USA Internal 
Revenue 
Service 

Source: EY, European Foundation Centre, April 2011; national legislations 

* Financial statements include Balance sheet, income statement and notes. 
 

                                                 
9 Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act, 2006, section 3, Subsection (c)(1) 
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In Spain, in addition to the financial statements, in case of a foundation receiving public funds, an 
annual action plan has to be presented to the Protectorate. This annual action plan aims at providing 
a financial evaluation of the activities planned for the coming year.  

In France, endowments have to file to the Prefecture a detailed activity report including the list of the 
public interest activities performed during the year, the list of the beneficiaries of the funds of the 
endowment, the list of legacies and bequest received and the auditor's report on financial 
statements.   

Actually the aim for the state is to control that funds are used for the public good. That is why 
legislation may impose to have these financial statements controlled by the state authority and in 
certain cases by external auditors. 

1.6.2 Regular controls by external auditors 

External auditors audit the financial statements on an annual basis with the aim of issuing an opinion 
on the financial statements. It consists in assessing if the financial statements are, in all material 
respects, prepared in accordance with accounting rules and principles. To perform their audit, 
auditors need to understand the risks faced by the foundation and assess the internal controls in 
place to reduce their occurrence or limit the risk of material misstatements in the financial 
statements. 

In France, apart from auditing the financial statements, external auditors also check the consistency 
of all documents submitted to the Board of Governors with the audited financial statements. These 
documents may include the budget with comparative figures and the annual report. They are 
required to report to the Public Prosecutor any offence or criminal acts they discover in the 
performance of their engagement, without committing themselves by such disclosure. Indeed, in 
such case the statutory auditor is exempt from professional secrecy. The following operations are 
example of aims that are to be disclosed to the Public prosecutor: 

 Falling to appoint a statutory auditor, 
 Proven abuse, 
 Expenditure engaged outside of the purpose defined in the statutes, 
 Use of restricted funds inconsistent with the donor’s intent. 

Additionally, statutory auditors are required to inform “TRACFIN” 10 when they have any doubt about 
operation that may be related to money laundering or financing of terrorism. 

Even if all the studied foundations had their financial statements audited by external auditors, 
legislation does not impose them in all cases. 

 
10 French Financial Intelligence Unit, a service of the French Ministry of Finances that fights money laundering and financing 
of terrorism 
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Table 5: External auditors  
 
 Canada France India Spain Switzerland USA 

Obligation to 
have external 
auditors 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

– Obligation for 
public charities 
(i.e., tax exempt 
organizations 
raising 
donations from 
the general 
public) 
– No formal 
requirement for 
a private 
foundation 

Threshold No 

– Public utility 
foundations 
must appoint 
an auditor and 
alternate 
auditor. 
– Same rule 
applies for 
Endowment 
funds when 
annual income 
exceeds 
€ 10,000. 

No 

Only if 
foundations meet 
two of the 
following 
conditions: 
– Total amount of 
assets exceeding 
€ 2,4 million 
– Net amount of 
the annual 
turnover 
exceeding € 2,4 
million 
– Average 
number of 
working staff 
exceeding 50 

Only if 
foundations meet 
two or more of 
the following 
conditions in two 
consecutive 
years: 
– Total amount of 
assets exceeding 
€ 7,7 million 
– Total revenue 
exceeding € 15,4 
million 
– Average 
number of 
working staff 
exceeding 50 

No 

 

Source: EY, European Foundation Centre, April 2011; national legislations 

In summary, the obligation to appoint an external auditor does not only depend on the size of the 
foundation, but also on the use of public funds. The “quality label” for the sound management of the 
foundation supplied by an external auditor can reinforce funding partners’ assessment on the ethical 
and compliance aspects of the foundation.  

1.6.3 Specific state controls 

In addition to the annual audit performed by external auditors, the state authority can perform 
additional controls when deemed necessary. 
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Table 6: Specific state controls 
 

 Canada France India Spain Switzerland USA 

Controlling 
body 

Canadian 
Revenue 
Agency 

Court of 
Auditors: Cour 
des comptes 

Societies: 
Registrar of 
Societies 
Trusts: Charity 
Commissioner 
Companies: 
Registrar of 
Companies, 
Ministry of 
Corporate 
Affairs 

Court of 
Auditors: IGAE 

Tax authorities Attorney 
General 

Controls 
performed on 

Use of 
funds for 
public 
benefit 
purposes 

Use of funds 
for public 
benefit 
purposes 
External audits 
are performed 
according to 
accounting 
rules 

Use of funds 

Use of funds for 
public benefit 
purposes 
External audits 
are performed 
according to 
accounting 
rules 

Use of funds 
for public 
benefit 
purposes 

Use of funds 
for public 
benefit 
purposes 

Source: EY, European Foundation Centre, April 2011; national legislations  

State control is mainly focused on the use of funds. One could mention the possibility in France to 
have the Government represented within the foundation’s governance by one or several 
Government Commissioners with only an advisory capacity. However, when the state is part of the 
funding members, the Government Commissioners, as the state representative, has the right to vote.  

In case of irregularities identified by the external auditor or by the state authority the foundation’s 
representative (usually the chairman of the Board of Governors) can be summoned to Court and the 
foundation can lose its tax-exempt status (like in the USA or in France) and be dissolved under certain 
conditions.  

1.7 OTHER CONTROLS 

In addition to these controls imposed by legislation, funding partners and non-governmental 
organisations can also audit the foundation’s activities. 

1.7.1 Funding partners 

In the majority of the studied foundations donors can give instructions for the use of their funds. 
Actually according to US law11 donor plays a key-role in the management of funds: the foundation 
has to follow his/her intent when clearly expressed in a written gift instrument. Usually eligible 
expenditures are defined in signed contract or agreement between the foundation and the donor 
(especially in case of a public sector partner). In this document, they determine detailed procedures 
to control the use of their funds: exchange rates methods, accounting system, % of indirect costs, 
eligibility rules, etc...  

                                                 
11 Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act, 2006, Section 4 
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Funding partners may ask to be reported timely on the use of the funds. A good example is the case 
of the UK Department for International Development (DFID) that controls in some of the studied 
foundations the use of UK public funds: it ensures that funds are spent according to the Government 
intent, i.e. it acts as a controller, not as a funding partner. The DFID communicates on its official 
website the annual reports of each project supported12. As a result transparency could be considered 
as another way to encourage foundations to manage funds soundly.  

1.7.2 Non-governmental organisations 

As external audits and state controls are mainly focused on the use of funds, foundations complete 
them by certifications or labelling from other non-governmental organisations. Topics are quite 
similar: transparency, good governance, use of funds or efficiency of the action. The table below is an 
example of some of these organisations. 

 

Table 7: Non-exhaustive list of labelling organisations 
 

Name Country Aims and requirements 

Imagine Canada Canada This independent private organisation promotes transparency and advises on 
best practices to the not for profit sector 

Comité de la Charte France 

On a regular basis, this independent private organisation provides external 
controls on statutory functioning, disinterested management, rigorous 
management, quality of communication and funds collection, and financial 
transparency 

IDEAS Label France 
To get this label, foundations must fulfil criteria on the promotion of 
transparency, environment, social responsibility, use of funds, and efficiency of 
the action 

Bank of France France Rating of the foundation's ability to meet its financial commitments, which 
helps evaluate its credit exposure 

Swiss Foundations Switzerland 

This association comprises foundations recognised as servicing the public 
interest registered in Switzerland and Liechtenstein that do not receive any 
grants or other external resources. These foundations have to respect a Code of 
Conduct promoting good governance, efficiency of the funds management 
and transparency 

ZEWO Switzerland Label for foundations that benefit from private funds assessing the sound 
management of funds, used for the public interest 

Independent 
Charities of America 
(ICA) 

United States 
of America 

This non-profit organisation aims at representing the charities meeting the 
highest standards of governance (avoiding conflicts of interest) and public 
accountability 

Fundación Lealtad Spain This non-governmental organisation provides a transparency report for non-
profit organisations on transparency and the sound management of funds 

Coordinadora de 
ONGD-España 

Spain 
All NGOs for development member of this non-governmental organisation 
respect the same Code of Good Conduct which focuses inter alias on 
transparency and sound management 

Source: EY, official websites of the mentioned NGOs 

 

                                                 
12 Department for International Development, Project search, 2012, http://projects.dfid.gov.uk/ 
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2 TRANSPARENCY 

KEY BEST PRACTICES 

 A communication tailored with its public and easily accessible 

 A communication on outputs of the actions and the use of funds 

 Availability of statutes, governing structure, Code of ethics and values 

 Availability minutes of board and committees meetings 

 Availability of the annual activity report and the audited financial statements including 
the auditors' report 

 Specific reporting in case of a public fundraising campaign for a specific project 

 Publication of the governors and executive remunerations 

 Availability of grant-making policies and procedures on the foundation’s website 

 Availability of the internal audit reports on the foundation’s website to communicate on 
risks exposures, internal control procedures and improvements works performed in 
internal control procedures 

 Open the participation of some governing meetings to external governing members 

 

When foundations benefit from high volume of funding, they are driving more curiosity, praise and 
criticisms. Moreover, citizens, donors and funding partners pay more and more attention to the 
efficient use of funds and the impact of the actions. To avoid any criticisms due to misunderstanding 
on their activities, transparent communication has become of significant importance. 

Key best practices observed among studied organisations are presented in the present chapter. We 
have considered as "best practices" those which allowed to sharing information without 
compromising its relevance and required confidentiality. 

2.1 KEY CHALLENGES  

a) The necessity of a communication tailored to its readers... 

Transparency consists in achieving an "efficient" communication, that is to say a communication 
tailored to its public and properly designed in term of volume of the information provided. Indeed, 
too abundant information may lead to the risk of diluting the important message the Foundation is 
willing to share. 

Among the studied foundations, we observed different level of communication depending on their 
activity and their public. Indeed, when communication is prepared towards public donors (citizens), 
communication often needs to be clear, synthetic with pedagogical explanation to be understood by 
most of the targeted readers. To the contrary, qualified readers may expect more detailed and 
technical information. 
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Additionally, transparency may be limited by a required confidentiality on topics that could harm the 
organisation or its members and personnel. We have observed that one foundation had chosen to 
continue a high transparency policy by communicating publically about fraud and corruption issues 
it had discovered itself despite the negative consequences it had generated, such as the loss of three 
major public funders. Such a freedom to choose such a transparency policy relies at some point on a 
sufficient diversification of its financial resources. It is part of the creation of the organisation identity 
to determine and formalize its transparency policy, adapted to its activities, its stakeholders and legal 
and regulatory environment. 

b) Choose appropriate support of communication 

Having this in mind, supports used to communicate must be selected to make information easily 
accessible. Therefore, all studied foundations use their official website and their annual reports 
(including financial statements and activity reports) as the main support of communication whether 
producing an annual report is mandatory or not. 
 
Information is also communicated to donors and public through regular newsletters and the main 
events may be reported by the media, which is very relevant when actions have strong impacts on 
citizen’s life. Foundations that raise funds from the public generosity often keep paper support since 
when a wide part of their regular donors are not internet users. 
 
Filling with public authorities also contribute to make some information publically available (cf. § 
1.2.1). However, it does not cover all the information expected by donors. 

c) Meet requirements from the external control environment 

Best practices on transparency result from both legal obligations and private initiatives. If the 
legislator plays a key role in the improvement of transparency, controls from an independent national 
audit office (for instance the “Cour des Comptes” in France) or legal external auditors also contribute 
to enhance transparency through their certifications of the financial statements. For the foundations 
using other certifications from independent private organisations, some of them may suggest how to 
better communicate on the strategy and activities (examples: Comité de la Charte in France, Imagine 
Canada in Canada). 

If in every country we studied for our inquiry key role in transparency is played by various actors, let’s 
mentioned the particular case of the UK. Indeed, in the UK, which is not a selected country for our 
study, there is a unique commission which impulses all key best practices for transparency among 
foundations: the Charity Commission. Indeed, this commission has two identified priorities: 
developing the compliance and accountability of the charity sector and developing the self-reliance 
of the sector. The role of the commission is to register every new charity and their annual accounts, to 
do generic guidance, statutory advices and permissions, transparency through charity annual reports, 
and to investigate on wrongdoing. It can also call foundations to order and notice to the government 
the weaknesses and remaining improvement areas by transmitting its annual report to the 
government. As a consequence, England and Wales foundations are encouraged to apply high 
transparency standards. 
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2.2 TRANSPARENCY ON GOVERNANCE 

In the studied foundations, the notion of "governance" covers Board of Governors, specialized 
committees and executive committees all at once. 

a) Communication on governance bodies 

The common observed practices regarding communication on governance bodies is to describe, on 
their website or in their publicly available annual report, the composition and the different functions 
of members of the Board of Governors. Along the same line, a shared essential practice is to 
communicate on committees’ composition and general roles and responsibilities of its members.  

But some foundations go further by communicating publicly, in online statutes, in website or in 
online annual reports, on the way board and committee members are elected. By who? In which 
criteria? For how long? All of these details are often in the statutes or in the governance internal rules, 
but transparency is to communicate publicly on these procedures.  

The best practice on transparency in governance is to make public and easily available the 
statutes and governance internal rules. Moreover, a key best practice is to publicly communicate 
on the foundation long term strategy, by the way of its annual report disposable on its website. 
Last but not least, a best key practice would be to make publicly available the minutes of board 
and committees meeting. 

  

b) What is efficient information on governance? 

However, one could wonder what efficient information is. Actually, few organisations widely 
communicate on internal reports such as internal audit reports. For instance they make publicly 
available all their internal audit reports, which is a good practice when there are two or three reports 
a year but questionable when there are two reports a week. They also put a direct access in their 
website to the management reporting tools thanks to business intelligent software. Providing so 
much information can also be felt by the reader as confusing. Therefore we may question the 
efficiency of such communication strategy especially if the purpose is to communicate to citizens. 

c) Communication on principles, ethics and values of governance 

Being transparent in governance means also communicate on foundations principles, ethics and 
values of governance. A good practice is to make publicly available on its website Codes of Conduct 
and Ethics (for both staff and directors), statutes and governance internal rules. Another best practice 
founded among studied organisations is to prepare a governance report to summarize rules and 
procedures in this subject. In particular, three key issues should be mentioned in these supports for 
communication: 

 Conflicts of interest among governance members are usually covered in governance 
internal rules. Therefore a good practice is to publish in the website theses procedures and 
rules. A certification on this issue by an independent organisation (such as Comité de la Charte 
in France) could insure that procedures are in place and effective without having to explain all 
of them in details. 

 Information on related party transactions is often required by legislation as part of the 
disclosures to the financial statements or as part of the legal framework.  

 There is little communication on anti-corruption programmes, whose issues are supposed 
to be covered by Codes of conduct and in certain cases by the legislation. But some studied 
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foundations communicate on their anti-corruption programmes in the grant-making policies 
and procedures, available on their website.  
 

d) Why not open the attendance to some governing meetings? 

Finally, at the light of a practice in some of the studied foundations, we may question the practice of 
opening the participation of governance meetings (or some of them) to external people. Indeed, 
some of studied foundations invite also employees, donors, press and public to their governance 
meetings. It can be considered as a real way to communicate on strategy, actions and decisions 
among citizens. It is a key best practice to open at least some of them to external governing 
members. Moreover, it is an efficient way to obtain public recommendations. 

2.3 TRANSPARENCY ON RISK EXPOSURES AND INTERNAL CONTROLS 
 
Transparency on risk exposures and internal controls is all the more significant today as it is not just 
about key best practices but it is also a strong expectation from the public at large. Indeed, as shown 
by the TNS-Sofres 2012 enquiry13, 79% of responders trust more in foundation with strong control. 
 
The risk map which is now elaborated by many of the studied foundations is rarely available on their 
website, but is communicated to the Board of Governors. However, some foundations also 
communicate publicly on their risk exposures. For example in reports of the audit committee, 
available on their website, or, less developed, in the annual report just about few key points.  
Let’s point out the financial investments done by foundations. One of the studied foundations which 
has a significant amount of cash and cash equivalent copes with the issue to invest its funds. It is in 
this case a key best practice to communicate on the risks related to these financial investments, 
including sensitivity analysis.  
 
Some of the internal control procedures are detailed in newsletters or on the website. For 
instance, some foundations include in grant-making policies –sort of internal professional rules- and 
procedures, described on their website, controls over due diligence procedures performed on grant 
candidates and ongoing monitoring controls over use of grant funds. Other one make public the 
report of audit committee’s meetings, /where it deals with/concerning the annual audit plan 
presented by the internal audit department. Let’s mention that reports issued by the internal audit 
department are shared with the board as well as with the audit committee.  
 
Improvements regarding risk exposures shall be reported during the meetings of the finance 
committee, the audit committee and the executive committee, as well as the key improvements to be 
pursued in the future. But these improvements are rarely public. However, good practices are notable 
among the studied foundations. For example, some of them include in their annual activity report 
a specific topic related to improvement works performed in internal control procedures 
(manuals, human resources management, risk management process, etc.). Transparency about these 
improvements is relevant regarding citizens and donors 'expectations.  

2.4 TRANSPARENCY IN FINANCIAL REPORTING  

a) Transparency towards donors – financial information publicly available 

Even without legal requirement –such as in India, in Switzerland or in the USA-, all of the studied 
foundations published their annual reports and their audited financial statements on their website. A 
key best practice is to publish the external auditors report and eventually the national audit 

 
13 Baromètre de la confiance- Vague 5, TNS Sofres – Comité de la Charte, Août 2012 http://www.tns-sofres.com 
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office report in the same time as the financial statements. That ensures donors that financial 
statements give a true and fair view. Moreover, with the development of the cross border 
philanthropy, the choice of GAAP may be important for transparency. Therefore best practice 
identified is to choose international GAAP. In some circumstances, when IFRS may not be 
applicable, IPSAS may be a relevant accounting standard. 

Foundations can also benefit from voluntary contributions in kind. In such a case, observed practice is 
to provide information in the financial reports. But the way to communicate may vary. 
When significant, there should be mentioned in the foundation’s annual activity report. Depending 
on the local GAAP, they may be booked in the footnotes to financial statement (for instance in the 
USA and in France). Some foundations choose to communicate on the qualitative of these 
contributions whereas others take into account the value of these contributions. The key best 
practice is to book the value of these voluntary contributions, which is more objective. 
 

Transparency on remunerations is a key good practice. The Board of Governors is not supposed to be 
remunerated but practices in fact may vary from one foundation to another. Therefore, a good 
practice would be to mention explicitly the remuneration of both Board of Governors members 
and committees’ members and the top salaried employees. This communication may have been 
through different supports, such as media, institutional websites, notes on the annual report or 
official documents filling with governments (for example the 990-PF in the United States). 

Last, in the case of a public fundraising campaign for a specific project, a good practice observed in 
some foundations is to report to its individual donors on the use of the restricted funds received 
through reports or news releases. Another key best practice could be inspired from the French 
legislation about restricted funds. Actually, the 1991 law on this subject impose on foundations to 
report on the use of the funds raised from the public generosity in a specific analytical income 
statement where donors can read the expenditures incurred for social missions, fundraising and 
administrative costs. In the same manner, when foundations benefit from significant contributions 
the good practice is to follow a consistent series of communication with the donors which includes 
acknowledgement for the funds received, thank to letters sent to the donors and circulation of 
financial reports/publications for the particular campaign for which the funds were received. More 
than transparency, its allow foundations to maintain the relationship with donors.  

b) Transparency toward institutional public funders – financial information not publicly 
available 

Financial information required often depends on each public funder's expectations. Nevertheless, we 
may identify two types of expectations:  

 Funds to cover expenditures of the organisation (funds with no restriction). 

When public funds are not restricted to a specific project but can be expensed for all kind of 
expenditures that relate to the social mission, most funders require to be provided with the audited 
financial statement of the recipient organisation. In case of surplus at the end of the year funds have 
been received, the organisation should be able to provide to its public funder the part of funds that 
have not been expensed and when it will be expensed. Notes to the financial statement may disclose 
any remaining public funds available at the closing date. 

Thus, the organisation is invited to determine on which source of funding, expenditures have been 
engaged. In this context, the accounting obligation observed in India to record each revenue and 
expenditure in a specific donor account contribute significantly in bringing financial transparency. 
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 Funds restricted to specific purposes (restricted funds).  

Transparent financial report on the use of restricted funds relies on a reliable cost accounting, tailored 
to the precise purpose of the project: a specific country, a specific theme or a specific project. Each of 
this specification should find a correspondence in the analytical accounting plan. 

In case of projects funded by multi-donors, best practice is to report on the total revenue and 
expenditure of the project. When grant agreement requires reporting the expenditures for a sole 
funding partner, foundation should be able to track in the accounting each revenue and expenditure 
both per project and donor. We have reminded above that this good practice has become an 
accounting obligation in India.  

Transparency needs also to be made on the following topics: 

- Allocation of the indirect costs of the project or action; 
- Method used to valuate time spent by human resources allocated to the project (at real  

costs vs. standard costs; 
- Method used to convert foreign currency into the reporting currency; 
- ... 

As a consequence, best practice is to prepare accompanying notes describing the accounting 
method used to prepare the financial report. Most of these methods may already correspond to 
funder's requirements disclosed in the grant agreement signed between the funding partner and the 
recipient organisation. 

c) The particular case of combined financial statements. 

There is no legislation mandating the preparation of combined financial statements in the countries 
where we performed the study. That could be seen as a limitation to good practices in transparency 
when financial activities take place in several different entities of a same international organisation. 
Let’s mention the example of an entity which pays an advanced payment to another entity. At the 
end of the accounting period, the part of the amount paid to the other entity but not yet spent by the 
other entity would have been booked as spent whereas the money has only been transferred to 
another entity. Therefore a key best practice is to prepare combined financial statements if the 
foundation transfers money between several different entities operating in the same control 
environment. 
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2.5 TRANSPARENCY ON THE RESULTS AND IMPACTS OF THE ACTIONS 
 
Citizens, donors and funding partners express a strong interest in the use of funds and the efficiency 
of the action. Efficiency of the action implies an action with strong social impact on beneficiaries with 
a rigorous optimization of costs. Moreover, institutional public funders require often an external 
assessment of the performance and impacts of the actions or projects they support. 
 
Among the studied foundations, best practices are observed in the USA and in Switzerland where 
information on "impacts" or "evaluation" are quickly accessible on website such as: 
- The presentation of their global approach to impact assessment; 
- Project progress reports and evaluation reports; 
- Monitoring and evaluation guidelines and tools, including toolkits and management tools. 
 
Such a communication emphasises a will to share practices and learning from the evaluation process. 
 
In addition to written documentation available, some organisations have put in line on their website 
recording of telephone and video conferences or interviews on the evaluation topics that may help 
getting an understanding by most citizens.  
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CONCLUSION 

The results of the study show that soundly-managed organisations are initially driven by legislation, 
which gives the necessary impetus for setting up good practice. However most of the organisations 
studied go beyond their legal requirements. 

Among the best practices identified, some have been chosen by the European Endowment for 
Democracy to be statutory obligations. 

Governance:  

The two-tier governance structure with the Board of Governors and the Executive Committee appears 
as the most efficient to separate the global strategy from day-to-day decisions and to control the 
most important ones. The division of powers can be ensured by prohibiting more than one officer 
position in these two governing bodies.  

Such a practice is not followed in the EED statutes. Indeed, six out of the seven members of Executive 
Committee are designated among the Board members. Nevertheless the large number of Board 
members (41) compared to the small number (6) of common officers in the Executive Committee 
limits the ability to affect the decisions of the Board of Governors. 

The risk of conflict of interest has also been covered in the EED statutes by a separation between 
policy makers and donors within the Executive Committee: it is composed of three funding members 
and four other persons (three experts and an Executive Director).  

Involving more experts may be the appropriate response to an important challenge faced by the EED, 
i.e. its capacity to cooperate with other pro-democracy actors and act in a coordinated way. To reach 
this goal, the EED may appoint to the Executive Committee additional persons with specific expertise 
in the field of the foundation or skills related to the support functions. The Executive Committee may 
be surrounded by independent Experts Committees involving pro-democracy actors.  

Such practice was observed among many of the organisations studied: it creates a favourable 
environment for innovation. Soliciting more experts and actors within the decision-making process 
may also enhance the commitment to the EED’s projects and its credibility.  

Tailored internal controls would be a necessary condition to manage identified risks, to avoid over-
control and to limit bureaucracy. With this aim in mind a good practice would be to involve people 
qualified in risk management within a separate Audit Committee.  

The EED will have to evaluate its organisation and its activities as required by its statutes. This process 
will improve both decision-making and transparency. 
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External control environment:  

Legal obligations ensure greater control of public funds as they are reviewed by independent entities. 
Funders, state authorities and auditors monitor the quality of information. However, the study 
highlights that foundations often use additional controls to ensure they are managed soundly. 

However one should insist on the fact that each external audit control required preparation of a lot of 
documentation and more people to be available for the controllers. The EED, as other foundations, 
will need to limit its administration costs. Thus it will have to meet the challenge of being able to offer 
competitive salaries in order to attract the best resources and talent needed, while complying with 
high expectations imposed by the external control environment in the most efficient way.  

Transparency: 

Improving transparency targets two stakeholder groups: public funders and European citizens. 

For this purpose, the EED needs to pay attention to the accessibility of its information: an extensive 
explanatory website would be the best practice. To meet citizens’ expectations, it is important to 
communicate widely on the impact of actions carried out. 

For each key topic, such as governance, ethics, values, information should be clear, straightforward 
and easy to understand. The EED, to meet its ambitions, has to pay special attention to 
communicating its anti corruption programme by describing how its partners and suppliers are 
selected. The best practices identified regarding transparency risks exposures, internal control and 
financial reporting, may inspire the EED.  

The next challenge for the EED lies in its ability to implement these best practices in reasonable time, 
so that it could act efficiently from the outset. 
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ANNEX 
 

CANADA Princess Margaret Cancer 
Foundation 

University of Toronto 

Legal structure Public foundation. 

The Governing Council of the 
University of Toronto, which operates 
under the name University of Toronto, 
is a corporation incorporated under 
the University of Toronto Act, a statute 
of the Legislative Assembly of Ontario. 
The University of Toronto is a 
registered charitable organisation 
under the Income Tax Act (Canada). 

Date of creation 1982 1827 

Goals 

To raise and steward funds to deliver 
breakthrough research, exemplary 
teaching, and compassionate care at 
the Princess Margaret Hospital, one of 
the top 5 cancer research centres in 
the world. 

To attract and retain top scholars 
across a broad range of fields. 
To attract and support outstanding 
students regardless of economic 
background. 
To support research and teaching 
programs across the University, as well 
as state-of-the-art spaces where 
students can exercise their creativity. 

Nature of projects 
Fundraising and donor relations. 
Investment management. 
Fund granting. 

Each endowment supports a different 
project based on the donor’s intent. 
Endowments provide a strong base of 
funding for student aid, for endowed 
chairs, for research and for academic 
programs in support of the University’s 
academic mission. 

Number of projects 
Not determinable. 
10 to 20% annual increase. 

Not determinable. 
0 to 5% annual increase. 

 
Financial size of 
projects 
 

In 2012: 
- Equipment 7% (€ 3.33M) 
- Research 82% (€ 37M) 
- Construction of centres 11% (€ 

5.3M)  

100% under € 200, 000 

Countries Canada Canada 

Implementation 
Not directly (Princess Margaret 
Hospital) 

Directly 
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CANADA Princess Margaret Cancer 
Foundation 

University of Toronto 

Local currency Canadian Dollar Canadian Dollar 

Closing period March 31, 2012 April 30, 2012 

Funding 
structure 

Private donors: € 47M received  
  € 6M non-received 
Private not for profit companies: € 4M 
Government: € 109K 
Investment income: € 9M 
Fundraising through lottery: € 42M 

Private: € 43.4M 
Government grants for general 
operations: € 509M 
Government grants spent for restricted 
purposes: € 304M 
Student fees: € 614M 
Ancillary revenues: € 196M 
Investment income: € 87M 

Capital 
endowment 

Internally restricted. 

84.8% externally restricted and 
internally restricted. 
15.2% designated as endowments by 
Governing Council in the exercise of its 
discretion. 

Evolution of the 
funding 
structure 

No changes since the creation. 

Originally: largely private donations and 
donations from Churches and no 
endowments. 
In the past two decades: government 
support for scholarships that 
significantly enhanced the endowment 
fund, combined with a major 
fundraising campaign by the University 
which focused on endowed gifts. 

Human 
resources 

- 64 full time employees. 
- 15 part time employees. 
Of which, 47 work in the fundraising 
department. 
 
 
 
 
Total staff costs: € 5.5M  
% of total expenditures: 6% 

- 11, 581 active faculty with 
teaching/research responsibilities,  

- 161 librarians,  
- 5, 681 administrative staff,  
- 4, 528 teaching and graduate 

assistants,  
- Approximately 200 people working 

in the advancement department. 
Total staff costs:  € 1.12 billion 
% of total expenditures: 62.5% 

Contributions in 
kind 

Hours: from volunteers, administrative 
staff and members of governance. 
Services: time from volunteers, 
administrative staff and members of 
governance 
Goods: artwork, books, life insurance 
policies, publically traded securities. 

Volunteers contribute an 
indeterminable number of hours per 
year. Because of the difficulty of 
determining their fair value, contributed 
services and materials are not 
recognized in the financial statements. 
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FRANCE Fondation de France Apprentis d’Auteuil 

Legal structure Endowment. Endowment. 

Date of creation 1969 1866 

Goals 

To support the achievement of 
philanthropic projects, being the link 
between donors, sponsors and 
fieldworkers. 
To collect, manage, and allocate funds 
for priority causes. 
To provide management advisory to 
the supported organisations. 

To provide comprehensive support to 
young people in trouble: educational 
assistance and academic support. Every 
young person is offered an individually-
tailored and on-going programme. 

Nature of 
projects 

To develop acknowledging 
To help vulnerable people  
To preserve the environment. 

Family and early childhood: 
- To provide childcare for small 

children and help parents to develop 
their parenting skills. 

- To help pregnant women prepare for 
childbirth. 

 
Children and Teenagers: 
- To provide educational support 

including accommodation. 
- To educate from Kindergarden level 

to high school, in Apprentis d’Auteuil 
institutions, or externally. 

- To teach vocals. 
- To carry out specific actions designed 

to combat premature school leaving. 
- To perform extra-curricular leisure 

activities. 
Young adults : 
- For young people with no 

qualifications: provide guidance, 
social support, refresher training and 
continuing education, personalized 
follow-up for housing and health 
issues. 

Number of 
projects 

8600 subventions. 
0 to 5% annual increase. 

13. 700 young people supported. 
0 to 5% annual increase. 

Financial size of 
projects 

Under  € 200, 000 
The organisation does not funds 
projects but only the activity of its 200 
establishments. 

Countries 80% France, 20% worldwide. 40 countries. 

Implementation Not directly. Directly. 
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FRANCE Fondation de France Apprentis d’Auteuil 

Local currency Euro Euro 

Closing period December 31, 2011 December 31, 2011 

Funding 
structure 

Private: € 273.8M 
Public: € 672.4K 
 

Private: € 118.9M 
Public: € 148.2M 
Other financial resources: € 22.4M 

Capital 
endowment 

Expendable. Expendable. 

Evolution of the 
funding 
structure 

Revaluation of the capital endowment in 
the 2000’s due to inflation. 

No evolution since the creation of the 
organisation: public and private 
donations are the only source of 
financing. 

Human 
resources 

160 employees. 
Staff cost: € 10.4K 
% of total expenditure: 3%. 

4905 employees. 
Staff cost: € 164.4M 
% of total expenditure: 66%. 

Contributions in 
kind 

Hours (non valuated). Hours: € 24.7M 
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INDIA/SPAIN Save the Children, Bal Raksha 
Bharat 

Fundación Internacional y para 
Iberoamérica de Administración y 

Políticas Públicas 

Legal structure 

Registered as a society  under the 
Societies Registration Act – XXI of 1860
Registered under the Foreign 
Contributions (Regulation) Act, 1976 
for carrying out activities of social 
nature. 

Foundation of the public state sector. 

Date of creation 1919  1997 

Goals 

To inspire breakthroughs in the way 
the world treats children, and to 
achieve immediate and lasting change 
in their lives. 

To improve institutional framework of 
the countries in which FIIAPP works.  
To strengthen the position and image of 
Spain and Europe abroad.   

Nature of 
projects 

Education, Health, Humanitarian 
response, Disaster Risk Reduction and 
Advocacy. 

Assessment of foreign governments, 
leading by top-level Spanish officials, 
aimed at improving the effectiveness of 
public policies. 
Studies on government and public 
policies. 
Training of senior officials and political 
leaders. 

Number of 
projects 

Information not available. 
5 to 10% annual increase. 

112 projects in 2011. 
10 to 20% annual increase. 

Financial size of 
projects 

Information not available. 

€ 200, 000     6.80% 
€ 200, 000 - 500, 000  12.00 % 
€ 500, 000 - 1, 000, 000  48.00 % 
€ 1, 000, 000 - 2, 000, 000  28.00 % 
€ 2, 000, 000 - 5, 000, 000  8.00 % 
€ 5, 000, 000    1.20% 

Countries India. 
Eastern Europe, Mediterranean, Latin 
America. 

Implementation 
About 120-125 implementing partners 
carrying out 90-95% of the 
implementation activities. 

Directly and indirectly (more than 50 
partners). 
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INDIA/SPAIN Save the Children, Bal Raksha Bharat 
Fundación Internacional y para 

Iberoamérica de Administración y 
Políticas Públicas 

Local currency INR EURO 

Closing period March 31, 2012 December 31, 2011 

Funding 
structure 

Corporate organisations: 32% 
Alliance: 26% 
Local fundraising: 24% 
Institutional donors: 18% 
Total of fundraising: € 11.6K 

Donors: € 10.7K 
Promotions, sponsors and 
collaborations: € 31.2K 
Sales and other revenue from 
commercial activity:  € 1.8M 
EC grants and other EC services: € 9.6M 
EU Twinning contracts: € 5.34M 
AECID: € 11.6M 
Other national bodies: € 984.7K 

Capital 
endowment 

Permanently restricted: the income 
arising out of the fund balance would be 
used to administer or support the 
operations of the ECD Centre. 

Permanently restricted. 

Evolution of the 
funding 
structure 

Originally: corpus funds contributed by 
the founder members at incorporation 
By 2008, SC BRB became an 
independent member of the Save the 
Children Alliance and was handed over 
the ongoing projects. As per the terms 
and conditions of the transfer, all assets 
were transferred free of cost to BRB.  
In 2010, BRB became a stronger member 
of the Alliance and achieved a milestone 
in the membership hierarchy of the 
alliance which meant that it could no 
longer seek funding from the Alliance 
and had to rely on its local fundraising. 

Originally: 100% funded by Spanish 
Government. 
No change since then. 

Human 
resources 

224 employees. 
Staff costs: € 1.3K 
% of total expenditures: 9.05% 

About 150 employees. 
Staff costs: € 8M 
% of total expenditures: 27.18% 

Contributions in 
kind 

Free advertisement space from Google 
on its website: € 345K 
Goods from multinational companies 
(non valuable). 

Not applicable. 
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SWITZERLAND The Global Fund International committee of red cross 

Legal structure Non-profit foundation. Association. 

Date of creation 2002 1863 

Goals Fighting AIDS, TB and malaria. 
The ICRC's sole objective has been to 
ensure protection and assistance for 
victims of armed conflict and strife. 

Nature of 
projects 

To attract and disburse additional 
resources to prevent and treat HIV and 
AIDS, TB and malaria. 

Visiting detainees, protecting civilians, 
reuniting families, ensuring economic 
security, providing water and habitat, 
health, cooperation with national 
societies, building respect for 
international humanitarian Law, 
safeguarding healthcare. 

Number of 
projects 

1129 84 

Financial size of 
projects 

€ 200, 000 : 18% 
€ 200, 000 - 500, 000 : 33% 
€ 500, 000 - 1, 000,000 : 40% 
€ 1, 000,000 - 2, 000,000 : 5% 
€ 2, 000,000 : 4% 
 

€ 200, 000 : 54.2% 
€ 200, 000 - 500, 000 : 3.1% 
€ 500, 000 - 1, 000,000 : 7.15% 
€ 1, 000,000 - 2, 000,000 : 7.15% 
€ 2, 000,000 - 5, 000,000 : 5.9% 
€ 5, 000, 000 : 11.9% 

Implementation Geneva Geneva 
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SWITZERLAND The Global Fund International committee of red cross 

Local currency USD CHF 

Closing period January, 2012 December, 2011 

Funding 
structure 

Government donors: 95 % 
Private sector and nongovernment 
donors: 5% 

Sales of different products/services : 
60% 
Other assets: 8% 
Public mandated services delivery: 16% 
Donations: 11% 
Contribution of other charity: 5% 

Capital 
endowment 

Expendable.  

Evolution of the 
funding 
structure 

  

Human 
resources 

612 employees. 
 
Staff cost : € 7.48 M 
% of total expenditures : 4.17% 

10, 011 national employees and 1, 601 
expatriates. 
Staff cost : € 417, 788 K  
% of total expenditure : 48.75% 

Contributions in 
kind 

Other professional services : € 320 K 
Travel and meetings :  € 2.16 K 
Communication materials : € 331 K 

Hours : € 45.3 M 
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UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA 

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 

Trust 
Ford Foundation 

Legal structure Private foundation Private foundation 

Date of creation 
1994 for the Foundation 
2006 for the Trust 

1936 

Goals 

To partner with people and 
organisations worldwide to tackle 
critical problems in the areas of 
poverty, health and education. 
To ensure that people have healthy, 
productive lives. 

To strengthen democratic values. 
To reduce poverty and injustice. 
To promote international cooperation. 
To advance human achievement. 

Nature of projects 

Global Development: explores the 
best opportunities to help the 
world’s poorest people lift 
themselves out of hunger and 
poverty. 
Global Health: aims to harness 
advances in science and technology 
to save lives in developing countries. 
U.S. program: focuses on providing 
greater opportunity by improving 
U.S. high school and postsecondary 
education, access to information and 
stable housing. 

Economic opportunity and assets:  focus 
on helping people build individual and 
shared assets, to make it possible for low 
income families to save and to access 
opportunities in broader communities. 
Democracy, rights and justice:  supports 
efforts to build more democratic and 
accountable governments. 
Education, creativity and free 
expression: supports transformative 
education and scholarship programs, 
public interest media, religious 
expression, arts spaces and reproductive 
health. 

Number of projects 
3, 000 individual grants in 2010. 
0 to 5% annual increase. 

4, 300 grants in 2011. 
0 to 5% annual increase. 

Financial size of 
projects 

From € 750 to more than € 1, 200M Most grants are under € 360K 

Countries 
Worldwide, with a concentration in 
the USA and in Africa. 

Over 50 countries: USA, Latin America, 
Africa and Asia. 

Implementation 

Grants: about 88% of total 
Foundation expenditures.  
Direct charitable activities: about 3% 
Indirect and administrative costs: 8%.

Not directly. 
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UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA 

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Ford Foundation 

Local currency USD USD 

Closing period December 31, 2011 September 30, 2011 

Funding 
structure 

Private contributions to the Trust:  
$1.9 billion (primarily from Bill & Melinda 
Gates and Warren Buffett) 
Contributions from the Trust to the 
Foundation: $3.9 billion 

Private contributions (from the Ford 
family): 100% 

Capital 
endowment 

No No 

Evolution of the 
funding 
structure 

Major contributions from Warren Buffet, 
Bill and Melinda Gates 

No significant change: the foundation 
operates based on investment income 
earned on its assets 

Human 
resources 

1, 058 employees 
Staff costs:  € 79.5M 
% of total expenditures: about 5% 

259 employees earning more than  
€ 35, 971 per year 
Staff costs: € 38M 
% of total expenditures: about 12% 

Contributions in 
kind 

Investment management services:  
€ 3, 957 M 

Information not available. 
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